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                                Venue Details

                                	 
NO OF GUESTS

400 - 1200 Guest

	 
AREA AVAILABLE

50,000 Sq. ft

	 
FOOD

Provided by the venue ( Panel )

	 
PARKING

Parking space for 500 cars

	 
DECOR

Provided by the venue

	 
ROOMS

AC Bridal room
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    No Title


    5.0 rating







    March 15, 2024

    
    Awesome venue for events like weddings, parties, birthdays etc. Neat, clean and very courteous staff.


    
    Mukul Kukreti

    



    No Title


    5.0 rating







    August 18, 2022

    
    I liked the place because it was very quiet and had both natural beauty and modern amenities… the only lacuna I felt was the connectivity.. very remote area.. but overall, a very good place to have a party and take a break from the monotonous life. It’s a huge wedding venue located in the Shagun Chhatarpur Farm area. The driveway is impressive. The lawn is well kept. A hall of this size can accommodate more than 1,200 guests at a time. Overall, the location is good, it has the best hall in the area, but there is a little sitting area, inside as well as outside in the parking area where snacks are served. There is another problem, transit of cars being managed by untrained staff, so beware of â€¦


    
    Mayank Bindal

    



    No Title


    5.0 rating







    June 29, 2021

    
    Amazing place….less crowded n complete greenery around. Very much suited for reception n marriages


    
    Gaurav Chomal

    



    No Title


    5.0 rating







    June 11, 2021

    
    A good place for organizing marriage functions. Ample parking (including valet parking). They have big size temporary structure shamiana.


    
    Gurpreet Virk

    



    No Title


    5.0 rating







    April 7, 2021

    
    Had wedding of my brother here. This place is awesome! The staff was very well mannered and they considered service as worship. Every guest was very satisfied with the service. Good was tasty and decorations were brilliant. The stage was very big and small fireworks during jaimala were mind blowing.

Had a great experience and my whole family was extremely satisfied.


    
    Karan Preet Singh
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                        About Shagun Farm by Ferns N Petals

                    

					FNP Venues takes great pride in offering a magical setting to make your celebrations more special. Shagun Farm by FNP is designed as per industry standards and follows the latest dÃ©cor trends that add to the beauty of all the venues. One of the most popular venues by FNP Venues in Chhatarpur is Shagun Farms, which exudes sheer luxury and is one of the biggest farms in South Delhi.

What Makes Shagun Farms So Special?

Shagun Farm is one of the initial venues by FNP Venues, launched in 2014. Since then, it has been hosting luxurious designer weddings, making it the talk of the town all over the city. All the setups at this stunning venue are known for their uniqueness and extraordinary elements. The key highlight of this venue is that it offers three spaces for celebrationsâ€¦

	Â The first one is a lush green lawn that offers a vast space for the celebrations. This lawn can be decked as per the clientâ€™s needs
	Â The second one is a huge pre-decorated banquet that has a stunning ceiling and entry passage, making it a top choice amongst our clients
	The third and newest addition is a hangar that is specially designed for intimate celebrations


The other good thing about Shagun Farm is that it is located away from the hustle and bustle of traffic, providing an extra edge over the others. It is easily accessible from both routes- Chattarpur Road and Mandi Road. This farmhouse in Delhi for marriage serves as the perfect venue for large gatherings ranging from theme parties, engagements, cocktails, weddings, and receptions to even corporate events.

What kind of Events can be Celebrated at Shagun Farms?

The amenities provided at the wedding venue are appropriate for hosting any function at any time of the year. Shagun Farm offers two beautiful indoor spaces and one open lawn with a natural setting of greenery. You can take good advantage of modern amenities and infrastructure to make your event a success, be it a social gathering or a corporate event. If you are looking to celebrate your special occasion at a venue where you can create a theme for your guests and give them a magical experience, you have come to the right place. We offer partially pre-decorated venues to stay sustainable and reduce decor wastage, but we also cater to your specific needs.

Shagun Farms is a perfect space to host traditional weddings, and this venue facility is also known for its capacity and well-equipped arrangements provided by the management. The overall aura of the farm is very magical, and it is an ideal wedding venue for a medium to large gathering for your special day. You can host all kinds of social gatherings, such as a wedding, engagements, sangeets, cocktails, birthdays, anniversaries, and so on. Not only that, but this venue is also perfect for all kinds of corporate events such as product launches, success parties, fashion shows, and so on. All three spaces are designed in a way that the setup can be modified as per the clientâ€™s needs.

Above all, Shagun Farms also serves mouth-watering multi-cuisine delicacies in vegetarian and non-vegetarian food. We offer in-house catering, and we have some of the best caterers in town on our panel, from which you can choose.

Terms & Conditions

	Minimum gathering commitment
	Prices include venue rental only
	Floral DÃ©cor and other additions will cost extra
	Catering is charged extra
	Entertainment, as well as valet parking, is all charged extra
	All the negotiations will only take place at the venue at the time of booking
	Prices mentioned are seasonal and subject to change without prior notice
	Govt taxes as applicable


Along with the venues offered by Shagun Farms, several additional factors make the venue special and one of the top-rated venues in the city. The venue’s layout is so sparse that it is the most appropriate choice for many people to host any kind of event. Our professional team of wedding planners can help you utilize the space efficiently and assist you in hosting the best event you have seen.

The scope for dÃ©cor is also vast. The indoor spaces have in-built dÃ©cor elements that bring a sense of luxury to the venue. However, the outdoor space can be decorated as per your requirements, and there is ample scope to get creative and execute your theme vision.

FNP Venues has continued to do justice to the faith that our customers have placed in us, and we have provided them with efficient services. Hence, all our venues, including Shagun Farms, are designed in the most versatile way to match any requirement for any event. Shagun Farms has gained popularity over the years because of its luxury ambiance and plush surroundings, which make the venue exude luxury. Anybody who sees the beautiful, spacious lawn and the elegant glasshouse dreams of hosting an event there.

What budget is required to book Shagun Farm by FNP Venues?

12-25 (depending upon the gathering size) (Chattarpur venues only)

Do you have an indoor and outdoor space available to conduct a Wedding function?

Yes. All the FNP venues have a hall+lawn area (Chattarpur belt).

Do You Work on a per-plate deal?

No, we work on a rental basis or a package deal.

What is the minimum or the maximum gathering we take for a function?

Shagun Farms Chhatarpur By FNP Venues can host events and offer wedding venue services for gatherings with a minimum of 100 and a maximum of 1000 guests.

What is the minimum and the maximum rental cost of FNP Venues

6-15 L

Do you have rooms on your property?

1.Â  All the venues have 1 bridal room.

2. Also, we have 1 residential property by the name of Opulent.

                    
                

            

        

    
		    
        
            
                
                    
                        Frequently Asked Question About Shagun Farm

                    

						
							
																

								
									Is DÃ©cor included in the rental? 

									
										Shagun Farm has two areas, a banquet as well as a lawn. Both of them will require additional dÃ©cor that will be charged extra.

									

								


								

								
									How much would it cost for additional dÃ©cor? 

									
										As, there are two types venues at Shagun Farm and they both require additional dÃ©cor. It is charged extra and the cost varies as per the requirements.

									

								


								

								
									Do you provide catering? 

									
										Yes, we do. We have our inhouse catering. Plus, we have reputed caterers on our panel as well, from which you can choose.

									

								


								

								
									Is valet included in the rental? 

									
										No, the rental does not include valet.

									

								


								

								
									How to reach Shagun Farms by FNP Venues? 

									
										Shagun Farm is located at Band Road, Near Radhye, Mohan drive, Chattarpur and is easily accessible via metro. All you need to do is get down at Chhatarpur Metro Station and take an auto from there.

									

								


								

								
									What is Shagun Farm by FNP Venuesâ€™ policy on DJ? 

									
										DJ is counted under the entertainment part of an event. It will be charged additional depending upon the artist you are booking as well as the time of the event.

									

								


								

								
									What is Shagun Farms by FNP Venuesâ€™ policy on dÃ©cor? Do clients need to hire the in-house team or they can hire someone from outside? 

									
										FNP Venues usually allows an in-house dÃ©cor team only at all the venues including Shagun Farm. But, if the client is being brought by the dÃ©cor team then only outside dÃ©cor is allowed!
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